
4 bedroom Villa for sale in San Miguel de Salinas, Alicante

We are proud to present this wonderful Villa in San Miguel de Las Salinas, Alicante! This stunning new-build completed
in 2022.The villa is perfectly situated to catch the afternoon sun as it faces southwest.Inside, there are four fantastic
bedrooms to suit your needs. The Master bedroom comes with its own bathroom, offering a private escape for
relaxation. There are two spacious Double bedrooms for family or guests and a cozy Single bedroom that can easily
double up as an office or your private hideaway.The heart of this home is the open kitchen and living room. Here you
can cook up a storm and still be part of all the fun. The modern kitchen is equipped with top-notch appliances making
it a joy for any home chef. The living room is a perfect gathering spot where you can enjoy quality time with loved
ones.Outside you will find a private swimming pool.andnbsp; There is also huge solarium that offers breathtaking
views of the surrounding areaThis villaandrsquo;s location couldnandrsquo;t be better! Golf enthusiasts will be thrilled
with the nearby Golf Courses, ensuring endless entertainment. Youandrsquo;ll also find Supermarkets and Shopping
Centers just a stoneandrsquo;s throw away, making errands a breeze. Plus, with easy access to the Motorway, you can
explore the area without any hassle.In a nutshell, this Villa in San Miguel de Las Salinas, Alicante, brings together
modern luxury and the best of the Spanish landscape. From the beautiful interiors to the private pool and vast
solarium, itandrsquo;s the perfect dream home for those who appreciate the finer things in life. Donandrsquo;t miss
out on this fantastic opportunity to own your own piece of paradise in sunny Alicante!

  4 bedrooms   3 bathrooms   212m² Build size
  160m² Plot size   Swimming Pool   Balcony
  Fitted wardrobes   Solarium   En suite Bathroom
  Aircondition, Split system   Pool, Private

499,000€
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